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This work develops, implement and test a method and model for the distribution
of material in relation to thermal performances through robot based extrusion of
concrete. The aim is to suggest a way for architecture to use advanced
fabrication techniques towards environmental passive strategies, which
potentially decrease a buildings operative energy budget, while creating
articulated thermal sensations for humans. Through computational, material and
design explorations, by prototypes and a final demonstrator, the work proposes
how thermal mass can be organized both in terms of its robot based successive
fabrication based layering and as an approach to generate an assembly of
thermal based building blocks into architectural structures.
Keywords: Robot based concrete extrusion, Thermal Architecture, Simulation,
Demonstrator

INTRODUCTION
This study is focused on environmental sustainable
architecture as related to the making of thermal conditions through architectural material means. More
explicitly, the studies investigate how material can
be distributed to create speciﬁed thermal conditions
experienced by the human. This has four aims, (i)
increase the positive impact of the perceived thermal environment, (ii) lower energy consumption in
buildings related to thermal operations, and (iii) to
do this through the available energy (exergy) in the
local environment. And, (iv) the studies illustrate
how recent integrated industry technologies can be
both adopted and adapted to this research intent.
The background for previous solutions, in respect to
(i), are the positioning of thermal mass in buildings
and the design principles to create temporal storage
and release of the solar energy. The performance

is well studied, but the thermal performance is less
known as a way to articulate architectural composition. Hence, beyond the physics of thermal mass to
decrease peaks of the daily indoor temperature variation lies the ambition to use thermal conditions as
way to articulate architecture, as can be seen from Roman baths (Moe, 2010) to contemporary spa’s, such
as Swiss architect Peter Zumthor’s project Therme
Vals (Foged, 2015). As temperature variations are
designed in response to human sensation, the need
to use extra-architectural aggregates as HVAC systems are intended reduced, thereby addressing (ii)
as a positive side eﬀect. This relates to (iii), as thermal mass, and the possible reduction of HVAC systems, are tied to the increased use of available energy (exergy) (Moe, 2013) through the strategic temporal and contextual integration of design variables
that compose the mass, its geometry, position and
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Figure 1
Experimental
Computational
Design Models

its internal properties. Prior studies have principally
focused on the size and position of mass in construction and studies on internal properties including use
of phase change materials (PCM) (Pomianowski et
al, 2013), but less on the combination of these aspects, and the further articulation of surface geometry and colour variation through design computation and advanced manufacturing processes. The
background for new solutions are the combination
of high precision thermal mass positioning, composite structures, including PCM, colouration of the exposed thermal mass and geometric surface articulation. Combined, these aspects require the use of
advanced design processes to organize and evaluate the mass properties in a speciﬁc condition and an
advanced design fabrication process to manufacture
the formal and material composition derived from
the thermal integrative design process. The study focuses on development of design models for this aim.
Hence, the present studies attempt to construct a
methodological and instrumental design model, ﬁgure 1, which integrates above aspects, allowing a design to create advanced thermal mass compositions
towards desired thermal conditions. This is done by
initiating material studies, testing concrete properties with variations of colour and PCM. Based on these
studies and combined with methods from the literature, the study builds a computational design model,
including energy/thermal modeling, contextual conditions and material and geometric variables, which
are tied directly to a fabrication model. The fabri-
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cation model is based on the positioning of thermal
mass based on a large industrial robot with a new developed extrusion end-eﬀector (which explicit operation is further described in separate publications as
this work lies outside the scope of this paper).The paper presents the idea, design system, design experiments and general performance variables included in
the developed computational design model. This extends to the computational methods integrated into
the design model and the results through a demonstrator when the design method is applied to a design exploration, where the aim is to explore, understand and illustrate the operation and design capacities.

METHODS AND MODELS
The study includes a series of methods to develop
and inform computational design models with both
empirical studies and numerical computational procedures.

Material studies
To examine the fabrication, colour and thermal properties of the concrete, the dry cement powder is
mixed with varying quantities of water, diﬀerent colors of concrete pigment and PCM. This is done to understand the viscosity characteristics of the ﬂuid material for use and testing with a robot based extrusion system, where continuous ﬂow control is important as to create multiple singular elements, emulat-

Figure 2
Test mixing of
material
components into
the ﬂuid composite
for extrusion
fabrication.

ing an industrial production. By a newly developed
end-eﬀector, ﬁgure 5, with double-pump and overﬂow system, more than hundred mixing/extrusion
experiments have been conducted to ﬁnd the ratio
between cement powder, colour pigments, PCM and
water. Furthermore, composites, including above ingredients, has been cast into blocks of 20x20x6 cm,
where three thermal sensors can be inserted for monitoring the thermal behaviour. The preliminary material studies are then advanced into development
and fabrication of elements (bricks), which serves as
a second series of material studies, additionally inﬂuenced by design studies through computational design models.

where the designer can input several material layers,
should the structure be composed of multiple depth
layers.

Computational Studies
Figure 3
Computational
Parametric Model
based on a
Generative
Algorithmic Model,
which compute a
form balancing
between receiving,
containing and
transferring energy.

The design study’s focus on thermal aspects and thermal simulations are thus integrated as assessment
modules of the design model. The computational
model is developed in Rhinoceros/Grasshopper by
McNeel Inc. The thermal simulation model uses the
Grasshopper module Ladybug, (Sadeghipour Roudsari M., Pak M., 2013) radiation analysis to compute the solar energy received by a given surface. From this, a custom programmed module by
the authors compute the external surface temperature buildup through a simpliﬁed thermodynamic
method (Foged, 2017), which is utilized to increase
design iteration speed over precision. The former
is important as the surface temperature is a central constituent of the perceived thermal sensation
(Fanger, 1973)(Höppe,1993)(Hoof, 2008) and the latter is important to increase design iterations. The resolution of the simulation can be customized so as
to be agile in relation to speciﬁc design application
and available computing power. The studies presented here used a simulation resolution of 2x2cm to
4x4cm. Following the computing of the external surface temperature, information is send to another custom programmed module by the authors computing the heat transfer through the surface/structure.
This module is based on the heat transfer formula, including mass, speciﬁc heat and temperature values,

The studies presented here includes layers of concrete, air and concrete. A third custom Grasshopper module was developed, including the data from
the material studies, which together compute the
speciﬁc thermal performances of the material orga-
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nization in terms of material properties and related
geometries. This is based on algorithmic method,
which subdivides the global form into bricks by assessing the subdivision dimensions, in respect to
robot fabrication constraints and manual assembly,
and thermal performance resolution, ﬁgure 4 and
5. The global form development is based on previous studies (Foged, 2013), where a generative algorithmic model computes a form based on balancing
between receiving, containing and transferring solar energy. The parametric study model of this work
is derived from these studies and simpliﬁed to reduce the parameter variable space, to increase solution processing speed when exploring the formal and
thermal performances of the global geometry, ﬁgure
3. The parametric model can be conﬁgured in its plan
section through a series of control points, and the resulting curve/surface can be locally modiﬁed to increase/decrease its length and orientations to inﬂuence local solar gain on the surfaces.
To allow for an understanding of the optical expression, thermal performances and fabrication controls, the study operates with three combined models, ﬁgure 4, where changes are informed across the
speciﬁed models for the designer to explore and integrate all aspects when studying form iterations.
The geometric translation from the global form
studies, described above, to a robot fabrication and
additive assembly procedure is explored through the
development of a design interface, where subdivision of the global form is driven by brick size, brick
weight and thermal performance concerns. Concretely, a brick can only span a speciﬁed length and
include a determined number of extrusion layers.
These values can be set by the designer, and are in
this study based on physical testing of how well the
brick maintains its form during production and how
heavy the brick will be to allow manual placement by
a mason. This is combined with maintaining the thermal metrics, so that colour (material) is assigned in
relation to strategies of absorbing solar energy or reﬂecting it, resulting in a computed negotiation that
suggest both the colouration (dark grey, green and
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light grey) of the structure and the fabrication ﬁles of
all the speciﬁc bricks based on this procedure.
Figure 4
Combined
computational
design models,
including a visual
design model
(centre), a
simulation model
(right) and a
fabrication model
(left).

Figure 5
Dynamic design
material
distribution
interface. Each
curve represents a
horizontal section
through the global
form, and the solar
energy for a
speciﬁed period
falling on this part
of the form. The
threshold lines,
which are open to
input from the
designer, then
determines at what
energy level what
colour/material
should be placed
where.

Figure 6
Global and local
form, and colour
variations based on
manual and
automised search
processes for
geometric, material
and fabrication
performances.

Eﬀectively, the methods generate the formal expression of the entire assembly. The procedure is open
to dynamic redeﬁnition of the thresholds by the designer, which inﬂuence what colour material that is
selected in respect to the solar energy received on
the local surface area analysed, ﬁgure 5.

tural inhomogeneity is created and the bricks create
a white surface layer partially covering the colour of
the extruded bricks, negating the thermal eﬀect of
the colour, intended to absorb or reﬂect solar energy,
ﬁgure 7.

DESIGN EXPERIMENTATION
Following the material studies and the development
of the computational design models, a series of prototypes and a demonstrator are constructed to test
the instrumentality of the approach for the articulation of thermal based concrete extrusion processes.
The design experiments are based on the methods
described above, and focuses on understanding and
developing both the design systems and the fabrication system. The context for the applied study (computational design model) is the Utzon Center courtyard, Aalborg, where the geometry is located in the
southeast corner of the enclosed space, thereby reducing the amount of direct solar gain, compared to
being in an ‘open ﬁeld’. From here, the overall geometry (measuring approximately 1 meter in diameter and 4 meters in height), local surface undulations
and colouration can be manually modiﬁed to follow
subjective design intent, or, a series of search goals
can be described to articulate the structure towards
e.g. maximizing the solar gain on the structure, while
maintaining an equal use of colours/materials. The
latter approach is taken in this study, from which a
global form, local surface undulations, colour application and subdivision into robot-based fabrication
of bricks and resultant assembly is emerging, ﬁgure
6.
In parallel to the computational design studies,
material extrusion tests are conducted to develop a
robot making process, calibrating the concrete mixture to maintain ﬂuidity during making, and hardening immediately after extrusion to allow stacking of layers. This process also includes the wrapping of concrete elements in plastic after production, thereby controlling the moisture content during the hardening process. If this is not done, struc-

RESULTS
The studies describe and demonstrate a method and
a series of computational techniques for assessing
thermal performances of robot-based extrusion construction processes. This is done during the design
process, where the structure has single or multiple
material layers and compositions. It can be suggested that this allow new conceptualization of how
this emergent ﬁeld of robot based extrusion pro-
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cesses can target structures that modulate and improve energy and thermal performance. The computational model/method developed furthermore allow for a variety of design inputs with each their parameter set, from colouration, material density, spatial composition of extruded layers, PCM mixture and
element assembly organisation. As each real world
context is thermally unique and respond to unique
thermal design intentions, the speciﬁc thermal performance achievable of the proposed methods/models is dependent on design intent and context. For
this reason, it is not possible to describe a general optimized condition based on the method/model presented, but rather the results of the study are the
method and model of addressing and designing with
robot based extrusion constructions related to questions of thermal performances. This, in turn, provides
approaches in responding to the four aims listed in
the introduction.

DISCUSSION
The computational design model developed, intended for advanced thermal compositions in earlydesign explorations, does perform in its primary task
of informing a generative design process or/and informing a designer. It is focused on contributing to
the growing focus and studies on robot-based extrusion processes in architecture. However, as with most
thermal simulation models, accounting for dynamictime-variant conditions, the model requires minutes
per design iteration, rather than seconds, on a standard equipped working machine. This may not be an
issue if the design space is relatively limited, but as
many explorative design models included thousands
of combinations, exhaustive search procedures will
take a signiﬁcant amount of time. We believe this
study opens a path of investigations, where robot
based extrusion constructions focuses on the making
of composite structures, where relatively high resolution of material distribution is favourable. In approaching yet higher resolutions than on brick scales,
multiple extrusion heads could be mounted, extruding and mixing material into composites directly
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as part of the making production process. Lastly,
through the proposed approach and methods, we
see the possibility to tie together architectural tectonic articulation, with energy and thermal performances, which provides new design strategies for
aesthetic oriented environmental passive architectures.
Figure 7
Material
experiments with
concrete extrusion,
mixing and colour
calibration. These
studies are
conducted with
simple casting test
and applied
extrusion tests
where the
end-eﬀector is
developed in
parallel to the
search for working
material mixing
ratios.

Figure 8
Additive fabrication
and assembly of
robot extruded
concrete bricks
based on thermal
performances. The
demonstrator
consists of 40 brick
layers, with each
brick made from 10
extrusion layers,
reaching a height of
approximately 4
meters.
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